Research Design
We Once we have established that the question can be answered through an RCT, and that it is worth the cost of answering, we then must determine the following: 
Target Population and Outcomes
The target and outcomes we care about should be defined by 
Sampling
In some cases, the sample may be the entire target population in our research study. For example, if an evaluation targeting 3rd graders takes place in 100 schools, we may be able to obtain exam results from all students in those schools. There is no need to randomly sample which students we wish to survey or test. However, in more cases than not, we will randomly sample respondents. In such permanently, or just during a certain period? Do we allow access to the control group as well, but simply try to induce greater take-up in one group ("encouragement design")?) Do we want to measure spillovers? Even if we don't want to 3. measure them, might they affect our estimates? For a comprehensive explanation of how to design experiments to measure spillover effects, see this paper by Sarah Baird, Aislinn Bohren, Craig McIntosh, and Berk Ozler. Do we limit the research sample to some group that is on the 4.
border of eligibility?
Would we accept a design in which one individual has a higher 5.
probability of being assigned to, say, the treatment group than another individual?
Should we stratify, how much, and by what variables? For a 6. discussion on the benefits and details of stratification, see this Guido Imbens' thoughts on experimental design for unit and cluster randomized trials.
If we don't have a complete list of units at the beginning, can we 7.
randomize as we go?
How should treatment status be communicated to participants: 8. public lottery, in private, or in some other fashion?
If using software, which software should we use? 9.
Should our randomization be reproducible so others could use 10. 
